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Full Name
Yr Group

11

Where I am now

I am currently studying Graphics, ICT GCSE, French, Geography and Triple Science
as well as the compulsory English and Maths.
My hobbies are playing the keyboard for fun and doodling in my doodle book.
My skills is that I'm a good listener, I can work either individually or in a team and I like
meeting new people.

Qualities I have

Hardworking
Team Player
Responsible
Loyal
Positive
Motivated
Generous
Helpful
Ambitious
Determined
Independent

Skills I have

Organising
Creative
Problem Solving
Numeracy
Verbal Communication
IT Skills
Team Worker
Attention to Detail
Evaluate
Practical
Encouraging
Can Prioritise
Advising
Planning

Where I want to be

In 5-10 years time I would like to be doing a job in the science and medicine field. I
have had many jobs in mind including a forensic scientist, biochemist, doctor, nurse but
I haven't made up my mind yet.
My aspirations vocationally is to learn more about the field I will be working in and just
taking in more knowledge that could maybe help others. Personally, I just want to be
able to help people either as a some type of doctor or scientist.
After Year 11 I would like to go to 6th Form to get my A Levels then I might take a gap
year before going to Uni. At University, I will take a course in a science or medicine
subject as that interests me the most.

What Motivates Me - Career
Values

Variety
Influence
Adventure
Creativity
Achievement
Enjoyment
Respect
Independence
Knowledge
Meaning
Recognition
Competition
Money
Protection

How do plan to get there

The actions I need to take now is to keep focussed on my education and keep trying
my best to get the best scores and grades that I can while still being able to be social
with my friends so I don't burn out.
The qualifications that I might need for the job that I might want to do is my Biology,
Chemistry and Maths GCSE + A Levels.
Short term goal - Regularly revising every week so that I am confident in all my
subjects and fully prepared for my GCSE exams as well as finally deciding what I want
to do as a job.
Medium term goal - Getting the necessary A Levels for University and getting my
qualifications.
Long term goal - To finally start working in my job, working hard but still enjoying every
moment of my job by helping people as well as my friends and family.

I would like

Comments on my action plan and suggestions for further action.
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My parents to receive a copy

